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QUICK START GUIDE  

Welcome to Persuasion Point.  I know you want to build your business and you 

don’t have a lot of time to spend on this…you should be out making money, right?  

So let me give you the down low on the system and only the what-you-need-to-

know info for each video and book in this quick guide.  Go ahead and do these in 

the order suggested and you’ll step into a powerful system to create more zeroes 

in your bank account (before the decimal) Good luck! 

 

Pinpoint Performance Audio 

This is an area to really spend some time on.  It will assist you to align what you want 

consciously with your unconscious mind.  You’ll get some clarity on what you really want and be 

able to direct your mind to attract it in. 

 

 

Body Language for Profits Course 

This is info is absolutely vital to get you started in the right direction.  Spend plenty of time here 

and review as necessary.  If you don’t refine the skills, they don’t work!  

 

 

 

 

Persuasion 

Point 
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Downloadable E-Books 

Persuasion Point e-book  

–Much of this is a review of the Body Language for Profits course.  Think of it like cliff notes. 

Pay close attention to p 115-127.  Using Matching and Mirroring is vital during an initial client 

visit to increase your level of connection—and your sales.  Do this right from the start of your 

meeting.  First impressions happen once and take 9 seconds to be cemented.  Proper use of 

matching and mirroring is vital to eliminate as many reasons as possible that he or she may not 

connect with you. 

 

Pages 105-113 highlight some new science to assist in staying positive and powerful while 

building your business.  I know how easy it is to get discouraged when things are slow!  The key 

here is to make yourself as big as possible which means DON’T get down on yourself during 

tough times.   

P 129-148 is imperative to know when first meeting a prospective client or employee.  You 

should be able to tell by his or her body type, job and hobbies what his tendencies are.  You 

should also be able to pick out some of the language from even a few words with them.  Make 

sure you take the test yourself before you apply it to others.  You must know yourself before 

you can know anyone else. 

P 157-163 will help you put all of the tools together so you can be absolutely magnetic with 

your clients and leading your team. 

 

21 Day Body Language Makeover 

Videos 1-9 are going to prove very valuable.  For sales,  watch these first and watch the rest as 

you can. 

Pay special attention to the intro and handshake videos-you’ll know right away what a potential 

client’s motives are when you first meet. 

And the lie detection videos will be very useful.  Practice these techniques by watching TV 

newscasts, talk shows and reality shows before you try them out and make judgements on 

anyone you’re wanting to work with or hire. 
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Ho’o Pono Pono Audio 

This is a very important but for a time crunched fitness pro, do this last.  When you use this 

process you’ll be able to clear out emotions under the surface that are affecting current 

decision making and what you attract to you.  I’d suggest you really spend some time here once 

you’ve gone thru the rest of the program.   

Once you’ve used it to forgive, this is a really neat process to use to set the energy of any 

meeting-- before you meet.  Just use the tool to have any conversation you want before the 

face to face meeting.  You’ll notice a different flow to things than when you don’t do it.  I know, 

it’s weird but trust me it really works. 

 

Master Class:  Body Language and Persuasion 

Videos 1 is important. 

The rest are all good info for your personal life and generally knowing how to apply the tools 

you’ve learned in specific situations.  But for immediate business building, spend your time on 

some of the other modules suggested.  Do this as you have time and want to have more fun 

with your new persuasive skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


